Red Bull’s AlphaTauri F1 Team Races Off In New HondaJet Elite

Powering their Red Bull sponsored F1 team with engines and engineering from Honda, it was
only natural for Scuderia AlphaTauri to insist on flying a HondaJet Elite.
That AlphaTauri dream was realized a few days ago when the team took possession of their
brand new HondaJet Elite. After the very light jet’s arrival at RAS Headquarters at
Mönchengladbach Airport in Germany, we provided the Red Bull crew with expert HondaJet pilot
base training.
It was an exciting time, watching the Flying Bulls welcome their custom painted aircraft – another
impressive jet joining the growing European fleet of new HondaJets.
Their next destination was Red Bull’s famous Hangar-7 in Salzburg, Austria. As aviation
enthusiasts well know, Hangar-7 is home to a prized collection of unique airplanes and
helicopters – some of the greatest aircraft in aviation history.
“We are pleased to be able to welcome a new member to the Flying Bulls fleet with the HondaJet
HA-420 Elite,” stated Red Bull during the official handover at RAS Headquarters. “This marks
another step in the great cooperation between Honda and Red Bull.”
Jet turbine engineers from Honda Aircraft collaborated on turbocharger improvements in the
latest Spec 3 engine upgrade to Red Bull’s F1 race car. Both the car and jet share other
engineering similarities, such as advanced aerodynamics, carbon composite construction, and
fuel efficiency.
“The HondaJet is ideal because it is particularly efficient on short and medium-distance routes. It
will be used by Red Bull Racing and Scuderia AlphaTauri as part of our Formula 1 cooperation,”
the Red Bull statement continued. “The success of this global partnership between Honda and
Red Bull has also been shown in MotoGP for many years.”
About HondaJet Europe
HondaJet Europe, alias Rheinland Air Service (RAS), is the exclusive European dealer and
authorized service center for HondaJet aircraft, including the new HondaJet Elite. The
revolutionary Elite sets the new standard for private jets, offering a remarkable balance of
innovation and inspiration. Aerodynamic advancements, such as its Over-The-Wing Engine
Mount and Natural Laminar Flow fuselage, let the HondaJet Elite fly farther, faster, and more fuel
efficiently. HondaJet Europe offers HondaJet sales, and approved pilot training, as well as EASA
and FAA certified HondaJet service. www.hondajet.eu
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